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The Goods and Services Tax (GST) collections inJune rose to Rs 95,610 crore from of Rs 94,016 crores last month,reflecting better compliance.

Fulfilling the promise made during FY19 Budget, the government increased MSP for Kharif crops to align with the formula of 1.5 times the cost of

production. The average increase in MSPs for 2018-19 Kharif season has been 24%, highest since FY13 when 29% average increase was given. While

increased MSP is going to support rural consumption,it may be inflationaryto the tune of 50bps and can impactfiscal math by 5-10 bps.

In the monetary policy meet inJune,RBI raised repo rate by 25bps and leftthe policy stance unchanged at‘neutral’.Minutes of RBI meeting suggested that it

is likelyto be data dependent on future interest rate scenario.
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India’s manufacturing PMI recovered sharply to 53.1 in June from 51.2 in May, due to strong and external demand. Sub-indices were strong suggesting

growth momentum to sustain.However,input price pressures are building,which may lead to margin pressure going forward.

India’s Services PMI climbed to 52.6 in June, its highest since June 2017,from 49.6 in May.The robust strength in services PMI and manufacturing PMI, lifted

the composite PMI to 53.3,highest since October 2016.

CPI inflation rose to 4.87% y-o-y in May from 4.58% in April, in line with consensus expectation,driven by all three components–food,fuel and core inflation.

Core inflation (CPI ex-food & beverages,fuel) rose furtherto 6.2% y-o-y in Mayfrom 5.9% in April

IIP growth came in at 4.9% y-o-y in April from an upward revised 4.6% in March,weaker than consensus expectation of 5.9% reading, on a weak base of last

year.Growth was largely driven by capital goods and infrastructure goods,remaining sectors reflected weakness.We expect IIPto show strong bounce back

in coming months.
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Accusing the U.S. of "launching the largest trade war in economic history to date," China implemented retaliatory tariffs on 545 items worth $34B in

response to the U.S. tariff implementation decision. With trump indicating hinting at imposing additional 105 import duty on $500 billion worth of goods

from China,this has potential of becoming a full-fledged trade war.

European Union too stated that if the U.S. goes ahead with punitive tariffs against EU car imports, the European Commission will likely apply

countermeasures worth as much as $294B-accounting for 19% of U.S.goods exports in 2017.

As expected,US FOMC raised fed funds rate by 25bps to 1.75%-2%.The commentary suggested that the US economy was doing extremely well and hinted

at 2 more rate hikes in 2018 and three hikes in 2019.

The ECB announced a reduction in its QE from current €30bn of assets each month,to €15bn a month after September and end it completely at the end of

the year.Interest rates are expected to remain at record low atleasttill June 2019.
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India’s high frequency data continues to indicate that economic activity is picking pace. Improving GST collection numbers and a forecast for normal

monsoon augurs well for Indian economy and markets.

We would keenly focus on Q1FY19 result season.While large cap space is likely to do well,we would be keenly observing mid & small cap universe for signs

growth and margin pressure.

We maintain our positive view on Indian equities over medium to long term and believe any small correction is a buying opportunity. STPs and SIPs should

be preferred route in nearterm.We continue to prefer large caps over mid & small caps.

Political uncertainty around 2019 general elections is likely to keep markets volatile. Also geo-politics, fears of trade war, emerging market currency

depreciation,crude oil prices etc are key risks to our outlook.

Sumit Bhatnagar, CFA

Head - Equity
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29th June Month Opening Intra Month High Intra Month Low Month Closing

Overnight rate (NSE MIBOR)

10-Year G-sec yield

3 Month CDs rate

6 month CDs rate

12 month CDs rate

Currency - USD/INR

10 Year (U.S.) Treasury yield

6.05 6.35 5.96 6.25

7.83 7.99 7.77 7.90

7.50 7.50 6.82 6.82

7.95 7.95 7.35 7.35

8.30 8.30 8.05 8.05

67.42 66.83 68.83 68.45

2.82 2.98 2.82 2.85

The Economy

Inflation

RBI monetary policy - Minutes

Foreign Fund Flows
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Industrial production (IIP) grew by 4.9% in April from an upwardly revised 4.6% in the previous month. Infrastructure or core sector output expanded 3.6% in May,the
slowest pace of growth sinceJuly lastyear and slowerthan the prior month’s revised 4.6%,as steel,cement and coal production slowed.

Trade deficit widened to $14.62 billion in May from US$13.72 in April and US$13.84 billion a year ago.The export growth in May 2018 was better than that seen in May
last year,while the import growth was slower.The central government fiscal deficit for Apr-May came in at 3.45 lakh crore on lower than expected expenditure,which

is 55.3% of the government’s budget estimate of 6.24 lakh crore for FY2019 and lower than the 68.3% during the corresponding period of the previous year. The

government had revised the fiscal deficittargetfor FY2019 to 3.3% while meeting its FY2018 fiscal deficittarget of 3.5%.

The government has approved a hike in MSP prices for Kharif crops such as paddy and cotton by a median of 25%.The hikes were in line with market expectations and
its impact likelyto be felt post October.The hikes could add upto 50-70 bps to Inflation with a fiscal costto the centre of between 15,000 to 30,000 crores.
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� CPI inflation rose further, to a 4 month high of 4.87% in May from 4.58% in April due to increase in prices of clothing, fuel & light and miscellaneous products, within
which transport and communication witnessed a large jump.Food inflation also rose to 3.4% from 3% in April.Core CPI inflation rose further to 6.2% from 5.9% in Apr
and 5.4% in March.Wholesale (WPI) inflation hardened to a 14 month high of 4.4% in May from 3.2% in the previous month led by higher prices of fuel and vegetables.
Though Inflation is likelyto tread higherthis month,we can expect a deceleration from Q2FY19.

� The release of the latest RBI MPC monetary policy minutes, showed the committee striking a balanced note on its rate stance going forward, citing rising inflation
pressure due to high oil prices as the key reason for raising interest rates in the June meeting. Monetary policy actions going forward are thus likely to be data
dependent and the minutes were interpreted as less hawkish with no member giving any statement indicating future rate hikes.
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Foreign funds continued to exit emerging markets assets citing higher U.S interest rates on more aggressive Fed monetary tightening and escalating trade tensions,
though the pace of withdrawal from the Indian capital markets moderated in June. FPIs sold (net) debt worth 10,970 crores in June, down from a high of 19,654

crore in May,taking the total to nearly 50,000 crores since February.

The U.S.FED at its June meeting raised its policy rates for the 2nd time this year and the Fed’s closely watched dot plot suggested that it could hike two more times in
the 2nd half ofthe year.The total offour rate hikes this year signalled bythe Fed compare to justthree thatthe marketwas expecting atthe beginning ofthe year.
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Outlook
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Debt markets closed lower for the 3rd consecutive month,as the MPC hiked its policy rate for the first time in over four years,while quicker inflation and higher crude
oil prices led to fears of further policy tightening. Lack of appetite from state-run banks and consistent selling from foreign investors also weighed on sentiment.The
benchmarkyield rose 7 bps inJune,its 3rd consecutive monthly rise.

The markets will continue to trade on incremental macro data-tracking crude oil prices,core inflation dynamics and the monsoon.Foreign outflows could moderate
further as FPI’s look to consolidate their positions. India’s strong macro fundamentals make it likely that it will be able to weather any major global sell-off relatively
well.Yields have priced in a fair bit of macro uncertainty and any positive surprises from hereon will likely aid the markets.

The front end of the yield curve remains attractive,providing a substantial carry at current yield levels.Duration funds could see higher volatility though current yields
provide an attractive opportunity for long-term deployment of funds with a 1-3 year time horizon. Investors with a longer investment horizon can consider medium-
term funds at this point. A low duration accrual strategy continues to remain our preferred strategy. We recommend the lower maturity ultra-short-term and short
term funds’for investors seeking attractive returns with lowvolatility,while the liquid scheme remains a smart option for deployment of overnightfunds.

Malay Shah

Head – Fixed Income

Liquidity
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Liquidity in the system remained generally in surplus but witnessed a larger overall variation.The system was in a large surplus in the beginning of the month before
turning neutral following CMB auctions and then falling further into deficit in the 3rd week on tax outflows. Liquidity ended the month in surplus on government
spending.

RBI conducted another OMO on June 21,2018 following its first in May this year,as it neutralizes its INR purchases (currency intervention), injecting a further 10,000

crore into the system. The central government issued CMB's amounting to (net) 45,000 crores in the month. Surplus liquidity absorbed by the RBI under LAF on a

daily net average basis was around 13,000 crores inJune,marginally down from around 14,000 crores in May.
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